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No rain should occur

Cool to Moderate evening
temperatures and hot days.

Cold mornings but warms as
sun rises. Cold evenings too.
The wind chill factor can
make it feel colder than the
10ºC

Cold and cool
mornings and
moderate daytime
temperatures.

Heat increases significantly as the build up
towards the first rains begins however the
mornings are still cool.
Temperatures in October can reach 40ºC
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Fishing

Fishing is successful all year round, however the warmer months (September - November) are the best time to catch Tigerfish. This is the
breeding season when the fish are more active, feeding more reguarly and are far more aggressive. The water level is typically lower and the
visibility at its best

Bird watching

Excellent throughout the year with over 420 species recorded.

Insects

Limited insects throughout the season and only really come out at the beginning of the rains - when we are closed.
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